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Where are you from?
I grew up in the UK but lived in France
for eight years before coming to City.

How long have you been at City?
Just over two years.

What encouraged you to become an
environmental champion?
I wanted to make sure that the
knowledge and values of the Centre
for Food Policy are networked in with
other environmentally-aware individuals
and groups in the University.

If you could change one thing at
City to make it more ‘sustainable’ or
‘environment-friendly’, what would
that be?
I would remove the vending machines
full of unhealthy food and sugary
drinks. I would love to see them
replaced with subsidised fruit.

If you could change one thing at
City to make it more ‘sustainable’ or
‘environment-friendly’, what would
that be? 
I wanted to make sure that the
knowledge and values of the Centre
for Food Policy are networked in with
other environmentally-aware individuals
and groups in the University.

What do you enjoy doing in your
free time? 
Cycling, sewing my own clothes, and
DIY at home. I recently joined the
National Trust, so I’m also visiting lots
of beautiful houses to get the most out
of my membership. 

Favourite place in London? 
Maltby Street Market. It’s like Borough
Market but smaller, less packed with
people, and just as tasty!

Where are you from? 
Shrewsbury but I grew up in Cape
Town, South Africa

How long have you been at City?
Almost five years.

What encouraged you to become an
environmental champion? 
The chance to make a difference.

If you could change one thing at
City to make it more ‘sustainable’ or
‘environment-friendly’, what would
that be?
I would have the University grow more
of its own food on site, which could be
used to feed staff and students.

What do you enjoy doing in your
free time? 
Spending time with my daugthers

Favourite place in London? 
West Norwood and all the surrounding
parks.

Upcoming events

Environmental Awareness training
18th July 2013
Find out more.

Free bike maintenance
Northampton Square
Thursday 18th July (09:00-17:00)
Friday 19th July (09:00-17:00)

Gardening Greats
Do you have green fingers?

Students and staff are invited to join City’s
award-winning green initiatives

In 2012/13, our student and staff Environmental Champions
Network completed 1054 greening actions (430 more than
last year) through Green Impact which helped City to
achieve a 1st class award in the People and Planet Green
League. That’s not all. Apart from earning awards for
themselves and their departments, our champions also
developed and gained transferable skills and boosted their
cvs through a variety of volunteering opportunities.

In the coming academic year, we are making the
Environmental Champions Network and Green Impact better
than before with many more opportunities for volunteering
and training: 
•    Project Assistant, Media and Communications & Event
management roles
•    IEMA-accredited Auditor training and environmental
auditing experience
•    Skill building workshops (Communication, Team
development, Time management and Leadership) etc.
We will be launching both schemes this September and will
provide full information then. In the meantime, if you have
any questions or wish to sign up to the Network please
contact the Environment Team at environment@city.ac.uk. 

Free cycle checks at City

Reducing our carbon footprints

Would you like to learn more about what City is doing to
reduce its carbon footprint and what you can do to help?  Or
are you just curious about how you can reduce your own
personal carbon footprint, while saving yourself some money
at the same time?  Enrol in one of City’s environmental
awareness training workshops held quarterly.  The next
session is Thursday 18th July (10:00-11:30).
Register for the Environmental Awareness Training 

Join us on Facebook

Follow us on Twitter

Read our blog

Environmental
Champion profile

Meet Jess Halliday
Research assistant
and PhD student
(Centre for Food
Policy, Department of
Sociology)

Environmental
Champion profile

Meet Gemma
Dickenson
Student Adviser
(Student Centre)

Where are you from?
London.

Did you know that City University
London has its very own vegetable
garden? It is located just off
Sebastian Street behind the old
Health Building, where the Sports
Team are currently located. There
is a small team of staff and
students that are involved with its
upkeep.

Our aim is to grow as many things
as possible and to provide a space
in which staff and students can
relax and enjoy the surroundings.
This year we are growing lettuces,
tomatoes, courgettes, aubergines,
onions, potatoes, peppers, lots of
peas and beans, a variety of herbs
and numerous bee-friendly flowers.
There is also an apple tree , a pear
tree and loads of strawberries!

We are always looking for people
to get involved and bring new skills
and creative ideas to improve the
space and build on our successes.
In 2010 we won 3rd place in
Capital Growth’s AB Seed
competition and we have run
several events involving staff and
students such as painting murals
on the wall and building
birdfeeders.

If you are interested in getting
involved please email Gemma at
gemma.dickenson.1@city.ac.uk. 

Free cycle checks at City
Des the Bikeologist will be at
Northampton Square on Thursday
18th and Friday 19th July from
9:00 until 17:00.  Bring your bike
along for a free check and tune-
up.  No appointment necessary;
Des operates on a first-come, first-
served basis.

For any staff members wishing to
acquire a new bicycle, City’s cycle-
to-work scheme will be open for its
quarterly enrolment during the
month of August.  For more details
please contact Spencer Webb in
HR on ext 4068.  

Keep up to date with all City’s
cycling news by joining the City
Cyclists mail list and on our
Facebook page
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